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Introduction
The Unique natural number set is sub natural number set which 

consist of prime and T-semi-prime numbers. T-semi-prime is natural 
number divided by one or more prime numbers. Although Prime 
numbers is a widely covered field by current and historical researchers, 
still main questions about it unsolved. This study attempts to provide 
a new way to know how primes number distribution throughout the 
infinite natural number. The definition of a prime is rather simple 
but the problems (headaches) its investigation has given to number 
theorists have been enormous. It has a present by earliest society record 
which comes from the Greeks and Euclid’s Elements in 13 books which 
written by Euclid. It was included important theorems about primes 
[1]. The first ten prime numbers can be listed: 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 
23 and 29. In the literature, many papers cover specific topics widely 
but there is a lack of interesting overviews of the simplicity of early 
proofs, questions asked, answered and unsolved in the literature for the 
mathematicians to explore. Although prime number areas are old, still 
a number of questions unanswered. One of these questions is the twin 
prime conjecture is the first problem from a large list of unanswered 
questions. It looks at the distribution of prime numbers such as 11 
and 13 that are separated by a single even integer. The question is 
simple, do the pairs of prime numbers continue on indefinitely [2]? 
Further questions about the separation between primes are also 
unanswered such as are there an infinite many prime number divided 
by 3 composite numbers [3]. Another unproven question is Goldbach 
Conjecture which surmised as every even integer can be broken into 
the summation of two prime numbers or 1 and all odd integers above 
5 can be expressed as a sum of 3 prime numbers [4]. In addition, Euler 
used the prime series, furthermore it showing that primes are infinitely 
[5]. Addition unproven Conjecture was Riemann’s Conjecture [3].
who discovered there was a correlation between the zero values of the 
zeta function and prime numbers and Riemann Zeta Function is still 
unproven [3]. But Euclid’s proof that, the prime numbers are infinitely 
prime numbers in the proposition 20 of book IX of Euclid’s Elements 
states [6].

On the last years, there are real life prime number applications. 
One of these applications is Encryption. It uses prime numbers and 
the almost unworkable job of factorizing exceptionally large numbers 
to encrypt, which is to jumble important information such as credit 
card numbers into unusable information for any other then the 
intended receiver. Also, Prime numbers are no longer chained to 

purely mathematical sciences and it has been used prime number 
within theoretical physics to try and produce a theory that ties together 
prime numbers with quantum chaos theory [3]. However, researchers 
were made a big effort to find algorithm which can describe how prime 
number are distributed, still distribution of prime numbers throughout 
a list of integers leads to the emergence of many unanswered and 
partially answered questions [7]. As a result of deep leaning on natural 
number set and the role of no thing happen randomly, this paper 
proposed algorithm will prove that prime number set are distributed 
according the mathematical formula. 

The Unique Number Set
By looking into history of natural number, Euclid’s in book7 

definition 6 is "An even number is that which is divisible into two 
parts" [1] a whole number is even if it can be divided into two "level" or 
"uniform" amounts and odd is uneven things. As a result, by adding 1 
to even number will get odd number. This mathematical relations are 
very simple and known but if we adding a new mathematical concept 
to this relation between odd and even number, it will get a new natural 
set. Always looks to relation number with number but if we look to 
the relation of one even number relate with two odd numbers and 
this relation is adding, it will bring natural numbers which solve the 
problem of distributed prime numbers. The unique numbers set is a 
partial set of natural set. Which has two type of number, prime and 
T-semi-prime? Prime are known from introduction but T-semi-prime 
is a new number type which defined as a natural number divisible 
by themselves, one or more prime numbers and 1. The listed of first 
T-semi-prime are 25, 35 and 49. These numbers from unique number 
set.

Theorem

Suppose that n is even numbers and n ≥ 2, 2n-1, 2n+1 are odd 
numbers and by making a mathematical procedure which is (n+(2n-
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Abstract
The Natural number set has a new number set behind three main subset: odd, even and prime which are unique 

number set. It comes from a mathematical relationship between the two main types even and odd number set. It 
consists of prime and T-semi-prime numbers set. However, finding ways to understand how prime number was 
distributed was ambiguity and it is impossible, this new natural set show how the prime number was distributed and 
highlight focusing on T-semi-prime number as a new sub natural set.
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1)=A) and (n+(2n+1)=B). Then the A and B are unique numbers.

 ))12(( ++= nnB                                          (1)

))12(( ++= nnB                                      (2).

Proof

Let n is even and 2n-1, 2n+1 be odds. By hypnosis’s, n+ (2n-1)=A 
and n+ (2n+1)=B. then the definition of unique set mathematical 
formula tell us that A and B be a unique numbers. 

Basis: n=2.

n+ (2n-1)=2+ 3=5

n+ (2n+1)=2+5=7

5 and 7 are prime number and be unique set

Induction:  Let n=4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20.then

4+7=11

4+9 =13

6+11=17

6+13=19

8+15=23

8+17=25

10+19=29

10+21=31

12+23=35 

12+25=37

14+27=41

14+29=43

16+31=47

16+33=49

18+35=53

18+37=55

20+39=59

20+41=61.

Above all we note that, all results are constructing unique set 
because its entire prime or T-semi-prime likes 25, 35, 49 and 55. So, we 
can apply it using simple algorithm and simple code to generate a lot of 
number of prime and T-semi-prime numbers. 

Algorithm
Before Problem: find n unique number which content two type, 

prime or T-semi-prime. 

Step1: start.

Step2: output “the unique number set”.

Step3: input even number n.

Step4: output “inserts” n.

Step5: for i to n do

Step6: input n

Step8: A      n+(2n-1)

Step9: B     n+(2n+1)

Step10: output “unique number set are”& A, B

Step11: stop.

Java Code Details
public class math {

public static void main(String[] args) {

// TODO Auto-generated method stub

for(int i=2;i<10000;i=i+2){

int a= i+(2*i-1);

int b= i+(2*i+1);

System.out.println(a+ " "+b);

}

}.

Conclusion
The unique Natural number set is a new natural number set behind 

three main subset: odd, even and prime. It comes from a mathematical 
relationship between the two main types even and odd number set. 
It consists of prime and T-semi-prime numbers set. These unique 
number set contain prime numbers and T-semi-prime numbers which 
divided by 1, themselves and prime numbers. Its show how these prime 
numbers was distributed and highlight focusing on T-semi-prime 
number as a new sub natural set.
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